
 

Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma Launches New Presentations in the
United States; Tecate is the First Mexican Beer in a 16 oz. Can

MONTERREY, N.L.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Aug. 3, 2000--Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma, FEMSA Cerveza's
principal subsidiary, announced today that it has recently broadened its export portfolio in the United States by
launching two new presentations: Tecate in a 16 oz. can and Dos Equis Lager in a 12 oz. can.

Through this venture, Tecate confirms its leadership as the best-selling imported beer in a can presentation in the
United States market, and becomes the first Mexican beer in a 16 oz. can presentation in such market.

Presently, the 16 oz. Tecate can is distributed in markets such as Texas, Arizona and New Mexico, targeting primarily
convenience stores as their principal distribution channel, where "single serve" presentations have contributed more
than 50% of the growth rate of imported beer sales over the last year in such channel.

In addition, the 16 oz. Tecate can is offered in four-packs to the supermarket channels, which will enable consumers
to obtain an attractive, convenient package at an accessible price.

The Dos Equis Lager 12 oz. can presentation will complement the brand's portfolio in the United States market, which
includes glass bottles and kegs.

Both presentations broaden the sale and consumption points for these brands in stadiums and beaches, where cans
are the preferred and legally approved beverage packaging.

These launchings represent an opportunity to continue building brand equity abroad for the products of Cerveceria
Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma. This is an important achievement in the export strategy of FEMSA Cerveza.

FEMSA Cerveza is a Sub-holding company of FEMSA (NYSE:FMX) (BMV:FEMSA UBD), the largest Beverage
Company in Mexico. Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma, FEMSA Cerveza's principal subsidiary, exports to the
United States, Canada and selected countries in Latin America, Europe and Asia. Founded in 1890 and with
headquarters in Monterrey, Mexico, Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma produces and distributes renown beer
brands such as Tecate, Carta Blanca, Superior, Sol, XX Lager, Dos Equis and Bohemia.
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